
รายวิชา ภาษาอังกฤษ



Hobbies and 

Interests



Q: What do you like doing in your free time?

A: I like going camping in my free time.



Guess What?



_l_ying o_li_e _amesp a n n g



playing online games

Is it an indoor or outdoor activity?



playing online games

It is an indoor activity.



_i_in_ a _iker d bg



riding a bike

Is it an indoor or outdoor activity?



riding a bike

It is an outdoor activity.



_oin_ s_o_p_ngg g h p i



going shopping

Is it an indoor or outdoor activity?



going shopping

It is an indoor activity.



_al_ing _n the _ar_kkw pi



walking in the park

Is it an indoor or outdoor activity?



walking in the park

It is an outdoor activity.



จุดประสงค์การเรียนรู้

1. ถามและตอบเกี่ยวกับกิจกรรมยามว่างและส่ิงที่สนใจ

โดยใช้โครงสร้างประโยคที่ถูกต้อง
2. อ่านและตอบค าถามเกี่ยวกับกิจกรรมยามว่างและสิ่งที่
สนใจ



Indoor Activity



drawing pictures



reading novels



playing musical instruments



surfing the internet



playing cards



singing songs



doing the puzzles



Outdoor Activity



gardening



traveling



riding a horse



going camping



going fishing



skateboarding



taking pictures



Let’s Talk!



Let’s Talk!
What do you like doing 

in your free time?

I like drawing pictures.



Let’s Talk!

Where do you do it?

I draw pictures in 

my bedroom.



Let’s Talk!

When do you do it?

I draw pictures 

on the weekend.



Let’s Talk!
Whom do you do it 

with?

I draw pictures 

with my cats!



Reading Station



Exercise: Passage A 
Instructions: Read the passage and answer the questions about Laura.



Exercise: Passage B 
Instructions: Read the passage and answer the questions about Paula.



Exercise:
Instructions: Get into pairs. Take turns asking the questions and filling out 
the answers on your worksheet. Don’t show your passage to your friends.



Exercise:
Instructions: Get into pairs. Take turns asking the questions and filling out 
the answers on your worksheet. Don’t show your passage to your friends.



Exercise:
Instructions: Get into pairs. Take turns asking the questions and filling out 
the answers on your worksheet. Don’t show your passage to your friends.

going shopping, playing online games, 
and reading books
at the mall, at school, and 
in the library
on the weekend, after school, and
after lunch

her parents and Paula



Exercise:
Instructions: Get into pairs. Take turns asking the questions and filling out 
the answers on your worksheet. Don’t show your passage to your friends.

riding a bike, drawing pictures, and 
reading books 
at the park, in her garden, and 
in the school library
late afternoon, on the weekend, and
after lunch
her parents and Laura



Let’s wrap it up!

Q: What do you like doing  in your free time?

A: I like + verb with –ing (hobbies/interests).

Q: Where do you do it?

A: I (do it) (place).

Q: When do you do it?

A: I (do it) (time).



บทเรียนครั้งต่อไป



Always find time for 

the things that make you 

feel happy to be alive. 


